Disciplinary Influences on Academic Discourse

Date & Time: 4 November 2015, 13:00 – 14:00 (Light lunch begins at 12:30pm)
Venue: Room G021, Faculty of Education (E33)
Language: English
Audience: UM Staff / Postgraduate Students

Enquiries & Registration: Mr. Alan CHANG (FED_Event@umac.mo); Tel: 8822-4109

* Complementary light lunch will be provided.

Abstract

Members of an academic discipline share deep-seated epistemological assumptions. These assumptions undergird various disciplinary practices, including “the distinctive ways disciplines have of asking questions, addressing a literature, criticizing ideas, and presenting arguments” (Hyland, 2011, p.12). Put simply, a discipline’s epistemology shapes its rhetorical practices. Thus, researchers of scholarly writing are interested in uncovering systematic disciplinary variations in academic discourse, and students entering into a discipline need to appreciate and master such discoursal variations if they hope to be accepted into their disciplinary community. In this talk, I start by outlining, in broad terms, the relationship between disciplinarity and academic discourse. Drawing on Basil Bernstein’s work on knowledge structures in disciplinary inquiry and Karl Maton’s realist sociology of knowledge construction, I discuss how dominant knowledge-knower structures found in different disciplines may shape the rhetorical and discourse strategies used by members of these disciplines in academic communication. I then present the findings of several recently completed studies on cross-disciplinary differences in various aspects of academic discourse and rhetorical practices and relate these findings to disciplinary epistemology and knowledge making practices. By way of conclusion, I discuss pedagogical implications that follow from the findings of these studies and propose pedagogical strategies for socializing students into the academic discourse of their chosen disciplines.
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